
Seven of Hemingway’s books were re-edited & marketed successfully! 

Under Kilimanjaro: “A non-ction novel by Ernest Hemingway (July 21, 1899 – July 2, 1961), edited and
          published posthumously by Robert W. Lewis and Robert E. Fleming  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Under_Kilimanjaro

The Nick Adams Stories “The Nick Adams Stories may have been reworked and edited in a manner  
         he never intended” - The Nick Adams Stories https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Nick_Adams_Stories#cite_note-2

Truth at First Light “Simon & Schuster, is bringing out what it calls the ctional memoir, 
       ''True at First Light,'' as edited by Hemingway's 70-year-old middle son, Patrick.”
          A New Book By Hemingway; Blend of Life and Fiction Tells of African Bride  https://www.nytimes.com/1998/08/24/books/a-new-
          book-by-hemingway-blend-of-life-and-ction-tells-of-african-bride.html?pagewanted=all

The Dangerous Summer “The Dangerous Summer is an edited version of a 75,000-word 
        manuscript Hemingway wrote between October 1959 and May 1960” 
          https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Dangerous_Summer

A Moveable Feast “Since Hemingway's personal papers were released in 1979,
        scholars have examined the changes made to the text before publication.”
          https://www.amazon.com/Moveable-Feast-Restored-Ernest-Hemingway/dp/143918271X

Islands in the Stream “We have had ‘Islands in the Stream,’ the novel he set aside and never nally revised, which became a best seller 
        through a remarkable nostalgia de Hemingway but showed only ashes of the master”
        More Posthumous Hemingway https://archive.nytimes.com/www.nytimes.com/books/99/07/04/specials/hemingway-nick.html?_r=1

The Garden of Eden “Jenks, surrounded by stacks of beloved new novels and short stories, is also talking about The Garden of Eden, which
        he's just edited down from Hemingway's bloated original to a tight—and highly salable—247-page novel.”
          https://tomjenks.com/how-tom-jenks-edited-the-garden-of-eden-ernest-hemingway-scribners
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This occurs when the discussion slips from reason to emotion.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/680327212716252/permalink/900624377353200/

“...no one will ever buy a re-edited Hemingway book revised to 't his spirit,”' 
"No one re-edits Hemingway books and says ... I have captured the 

essence of Hemingway. That is not the process, even from material 
view such a book will be rejected" 

Astonishing Ignorant Propaganda Against Edited BGAII!

Ernest Miller Hemingway 
(July 21, 1899 – July 2, 1961)
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